BABELSIX

we went to burger king past an empty lot with a giant
bed as its foundation she said my hands smelt like
sweat and I said maybe I just sweated lots it was
raining
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slowly closer last i was alone by 4am making my way
back home halfway to the under bridge the gas
station the metal shipping container

Twelve Life Tips for Ducky Young Chicks

There is a time and a place for a BIG DUCK. As
long as you know the right time and place, you
can wear these daring DUCK without worry. If
you feel COLD in town, make sure to drink till
you no longer feel your body as something
other than a vacant oscillation. If looking
sophisticated in a BIG DUCK is important to you,
there is a point where low becomes too low.
DOWN off STEAM at the DANCEFLOOR; Stand in line for
hours to be groped by clammy and desperate strangers
under piss and white noise. There's nothing wrong with a
little bit of BIG DUCK, but too much can send the wrong
message, look tacky, and even make a woman look like
she's trying way too hard to get some attention.
ANTI-Depressants and ANTI-ANXieties are great fixes to
cauterize the wound of trying to live in terms of a world
other than the one vacantly thrust upon you by blind cruel
and indifferent POWER. A DUCK that displays a peek of BIG
still leaves a lot to the imagination, but a DUCK that bares
more than itself is revealing too much. DEEP and LIFT. get
fucked up to get by. temporary release from the weight of
living; socially-mandated and regulated proto-deaths, Exit
this world, deck of cards and methanol. Weight of
day-to-day unliveability; yearning for break from cruel
historicity; channelled the gutter at Macca’s, Onlookers
might be able to see the top of your DUCKBUTT, but should
not be able to see most of your DUCK or any part of your
BIG, especially if you're wearing a push-upDUCK designed to
enhance your BIG. Either that or; never go out. binding of
isaac for 2000 hours, or sublimate your alienation into
conceited journal articles addressed to no one in particular.
Avenues for coping and avenues to deal with not coping,
laid out ahead of time; escalator pathways to nowhere.
PUSH Up and PLUNGE? Empty BACK without ADHESIVE.
Minty N.02BE01

Our Trip to Paris!

You see? BABEL is more than DINGPOLITIKS, it’s a LIFESTYLE. - Ed.

The Primal Scene (1917)

holdover from the air cools bitter awash of
dark and a turning horizon without centre.
where i entered an empty frame across distance
and skin like smoke. ive been having nightmares
of cosmic terror a sublime loss of control like paper
tearing in the chaotic drifts of broken eddies and
other everyday things an inward open mirror a sunlit
line wavering to heat disintegration dispersal erosion
and death. ive been reading uncanny fluctuations in the
sign of things in a power too great and sparse to
comprehend overwhelmed by haunting finitude as time veers
into collision and the fleeting panic of yesterdays blood. i find
myself shaking at the thought of contact the electromagnetic law
of repulsion built into the fabric of my flesh eyes turned away like a
promise all language from dead stars. dragged along these orbits my
skin trembles and i am hateful. faces blur in passageways half-lit
rooms smudge across the surface of my memory until i see nothing
but the colour of what was tightening the cords of my ribs
stumbling inflexion. in the precession of traffic light blurs
through my sleeve and i realise i was invisible all along and that
i did this to myself and that nobody can help me and that i did
this to myself and that i will retreat further and further and
further because if it hurts to be abandoned it hurts more
to be approached and misunderstood. the masks the
words the acts the plays and beneath it all fear cruel
mounting hopeless wretched fear eyes turning
fingers running over and over until they break the
lines of my face a fucking. i turn the clocks
upside down. i take the batteries out of all my
electronic devices. i break the locks on my
door. only then does morning come.

A clock, hanging from the ceiling. Round. Empirical. Calls to mind the utilities at the
train station, such as you might imagine. Grey brick, yellow stripes, bustling crowds,
bustling.
A clock, hanging from the wall. Round. Colourless. Mathematical. An extolling, heavy
handed tick, tick, tick, syrupy, slow, a measured passage of time through a slow,
unyielding air.
I glance down at my watch. Not much time has passed. I shift my weight a little and the
table lurches, jolts, indignant but assuredly yielding. It doesn’t break the silence. The
silence, hanging heavy above, unspoken, unspeaking.
Tick, tick, tick. The sullen, earthly passage of time that passes reluctantly, so reluctant.
A comfort in some sense, to drown in the sound, swimming, ever swimming. With a
small, guttural grunt, my father looks up at me.
The light catches the clock at just such an angle. Blinding, suddenly blinding, white hot
heat, bathed in syrupy sweet light, radiant and decadent, sickly and draped over
everything, and everything is sickly.
I raise the spoon halfway to my mouth, and then I stop. I let my hand go limp, and feel
the weight of the spoon shift in my hand, swinging so slightly, so very slightly, but
assuredly yielding.
A clock, hanging on the wall. Ever ticking, ticking, and never stopping for any other but
oh, how the others stop for it! In the face of the unyielding, heavy-handed passage of
time all we can do is wait.
The light passes down from the window behind me, and clips just the edge of the table,
just a little, and how blinding it is to see. How burning it seems to touch. Hot sand
between toes, reddening skin under a reddening sky.
I glance up from my watch. My Father has already returned to his porridge. I return to
my porridge. Granular, yet fluid, steeped in sickly sweet honey, radiant as the sun,
raisins swimming, ever swimming, thick, unyielding.
The light catches my spoon, bending, yielding, refracts this way and that way, so
blinding, so warm, so reminiscent of those sickly sweet summers, those innocent,
listless memories, that syrupy, timeless afternoon.
The sun on my arm, resting on my flesh, prickly, reddening, beams of heat through
heavy, listless air. An afternoon with no time, an afternoon with no cares. I shift my
weight slightly and the table yields, creaks, yet nobody speaks.

SCENE 15

SCENE 18

[DEJECT sits on chair with

[TRISTE faces back of SOLACE s chair, who

INQUISIT and IRATE on either side
of them, a hand on each shoulder]

concentrates on writing with pencil & paper]

INQUISIT:Did you have a good
solitude day?
DEJECT:

The strangers I saw were
perfect when seen in
precise geometrical
planes. I am through
with the day.

TRISTE:[screaming at SOLACE] Grrrraaaaaaargh!
Where is my exhaust pipe? [smashes a
Christmas ornament on the floor] I want
to punch you and console you as you weep!
[SOLACE blushes and pauses, then continues]
TRISTE:I am a frazzle, and you are my baaaaaahybe
bluuuuuuue. Urgh. I selfishly want to
engulf and regurgitate you.

INQUISIT:How are you feeling?
DEJECT:

IRATE:

DEJECT:

I will disappear into
dreams or become an
instrument of the night
and fight fuck kill die.
So I will sleep for
eight hours and awaken
woozy but prepared.
[angrily] Do you want to
come along to my world
of dreams?
Caloo calay!

[SOLACE blows TRISTE a kiss and turns back
around]
TRISTE:I feel miserable and I am going back to
my room [leaves]
SOLACE:[after a sustained pause, without
turning around] Are you still awake? Do
you want to engulf me? I love you
TRISTE:[from offstage] Always, but the body is
weak. I m sorry, I m entering a trough.
[sticks head through door back onstage]
I m trying to not be self-deprecating but
it s really hard currently.

[DEJECT opens vest to reveal a

heap of dislocated hearts, valves
writhing listlessly, blood
everywhere]
DEJECT:

[sonorously] In your
tomb, touching all your
stuff

IRATE: Anyways I ll just get a
working I guess [begins to
chew on DEJECT s skull]

SOLACE:[without turning around] I love you and
so does the world that we share. Remember
you are a shapeshifter. A shapeshifter
always.
TRISTE:[stands at edge of stage, pained and
bargaining] I am, and when there is no
container there is little form to fill.
[dejected] I am a shapeshifter in the
same way that liquids are.
SOLACE:[tranquil, returning to task] Yes, and so
are feral children. So are all people.
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